
MCCABE, JOSEPH: THE DUMBNESS OF THE GREAT [1948*]  

- I bought this at Speakers Corner, Hyde Park; cover must originally have been sugar-paper blue; now it's faded to a 

light bluish-grey, and the paper has yellowed.  A remark in Gardner's 'Fads and Fallacies' leads me to believe it's a 

'Little Blue Book'.  Gardner mentions a debate on evolution in which McCabe took part. 

- Subtitled: 'A survey of the nonsense, absurdities, inconsistencies, illogicalities, inaccuracies and idiocies of the 

world's outstanding leaders' 

- Edited by E. Haldeman-Julius.  Published in Girard, Kansas; from the Truth Seeker Co, Inc, San Diego, Ca. 92112 

USA. 

 Copyright says 1948 but there's little internal evidence of the dates McCabe actually wrote.  The section on 

Gladstone suggests 1940; the section on modern Popes ends with Pius XI (1922-1939).  But I've just seen a reference to 

Pius XII and Nuremberg; so after all 1948 seems a good guess. 

- Example of US left wing publication; final few pages advertise novels by Upton Sinclair, a book on the Atom Bomb 

by Sinclair, what to do in the world of 1948; a dream.  And 'The World's Oldest Profession', '80 Years a Rebel', and 

'Lies and Fallacies of the Encyclopedia Britannica', both by McCabe, latter dealing with Bowdlerization under the 

impact of the Catholic Church; none of these titles are dated.  In the text he mentions his 'History of the Popes'. 

- Unindexed 

- Note: Interesting absence of charts, diagrams, tables, despite the fact he's tracing attitudes and modes of belief of great 

subtlety over many centuries; see e.g. the opening chapter on the ancient world.  I'm sure one of the reasons is that he 

personally wants to be an oracle or fount; he's less concerned to get across what he knows in a form that's easy to refer 

to, than to produce a stream of information which he presumes will be convincing.  It seems a variation on the [male?] 

academic attitude of never admitting you don't know something. 

- Surprising number of British writers, perhaps confirming a comment by Gore Vidal along the lines that in the first 

half of this century they were worth reading; but in the second half, not 

- Big chunks scanned in 30 Oct and 3 Nov 1995 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 - CONTENTS OVERVIEW:  

 I ARISTOTLE AND THE ANCIENT WORLD 

 II AUGUSTINE AND THE CHRISTIAN FATHERS 

 III  AQUINAS AND THE SCHOOLMEN 

 IV LEADERS OF RENAISSANCE DAYS 

 V LUTHER AND THE REFORMERS 

 VI PIONEERS OF THE MODERN AGE 

  [.. JEAN BODIN/ MONTAIGNE / FRANCIS BACON] 

 VII  ABERRATIONS OF EARLY SCIENCE 

  [... COPERNICUS/ TYCHO BRAHE/ KEPLER/ GALILEO/ SIR ISAAC NEWTON/ SIR WILLIAM 

HARVEY/ DESCARTES/ PIERRE GASSENDI/ PASCAL] 

 VIII  THE GREAT MODERN PHILOSOPHERS 

  [... HOBBES/ JOHN LOCKE/ SPINOZA/ LEIBNITZ (bits on MALEBRANCHE here and there)/ 

DAVID HUME / KANT / HEGEL / SCHOPENHAUER] 

 IX GREATER WRITERS OF THE 18TH CENTURY 

  [... BUFFON/ D'ALEMBERT/ DIDEROT/ BENJAMIN FRANKLIN/ THOMAS JEFFERSON/ 

GIBBON/ GOETHE] 

 X LEADERS OF THE NAPOLEONIC AGE 

 XI POISON GAS AGAINST SCIENCE 

 XII  THE NEW SOCIAL ORACLES 

[RALPH WALDO EMERSON/ ABRAHAM LINCOLN/ THOMAS CARLYLE/ MAZZINI/ NIETZSCHE/ KARL 

MARX/ IBSEN/ HERBERT SPENCER/ GLADSTONE] 

 XIII  OUR MODERN INFALLIBLE POPES 



 XIV  OTHER MODERN ORACLES 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 - DETAILED CONTENTS : 

 I ARISTOTLE AND THE ANCIENT WORLD 

['Greeks .. marched from valley of the Danube.. found civilizations across the sea which boasted of thousands of years 

existence, they naturally thought there must be a superior wisdom in the Egyptian and the Babylonian..  In those days 

knowledge .. was either communicated by the gods or it was seen.. by.. "seers".'/ Pyramids/ Book of the Dead/ 

Babylonia/ Mesopotamia, inundation, Assyrians, Persians and Zarathustra/ Buddha; Confucius; Hindu religion and 

Mahabharata; Ionians; Epicureans etc; Pythagoras; Plato; Aristotle..  all from the viewpoint that scientific knowledge is 

good, mysticism is bad, so attitudes of these thinkers and schools can be inferred from that.  Note: Aristotle is ridiculed 

for saying the brain is cold, though this seems a sensible theory.  [Note: continued influence of Greeks?:] Lucretius: 

'Man's first weapons were his fingers, teeth, nails, stones, and sticks.  Later was the age of iron, but it was preceded by 

one of bronze.'] 

 

 II AUGUSTINE AND THE CHRISTIAN FATHERS 

[Entire chapter scanned; it includes Greek impulsion to science; importance of Alexandria; Roman non-contribution; 

ignorance of Bishops and 'Fathers'; perversion of learning to bring into line with bible figments; myth of religion 

sweeping the Roman world; had to await Constantine in 222; anti-intelligence; attitudes to women; source of fables 

about early church] 

 

   'There are two kinds of absurdities perpetrated by <joke: & cp Russell:> men of high intelligence. One is the crude 

guess at the nature of things which is inevitable while knowledge is scanty. Men of an earlier age would pardon us for 

being amused at these things, and we recognize the inevitability of them and are grateful that they broke out avenues of 

inquiry instead of bowing to authority and tradition. Science had to begin that way. A different kind of absurdity is that 

of one who permits a creed or philosophy to make him defy existing knowledge or distort it into harmony with such 

creed or philosophy. It is important to remember the distinction. It is possible that some propositions which we stoutly 

hold today will seem amusing to another generation, but if they are statements that are made after severe inquiry and 

with mind unhampered by any traditional belief we shall be forgiven. It is far otherwise with those who obstruct the 

advance of knowledge in the name of some alien interest. It is, in fact, of great importance to us to realize how that 

advance of the race in real knowledge which substantially began with the Ionian scientists and has proved such a rich 

source of power and enlightenment. in our time has been repeatedly and for many centuries held back in the interest of 

philosophy or theology. We want to identify these forces. 

   The first such obstruction to man's advance in that knowledge of himself and his world that is the indispensable basis 

of human welfare we have seen. In the name of "spirit," which is just the sublimation of a superstition of primitive 

man, certain scholars of Athens either scorned outright (Plato) all study of nature or pretended to find an inner light or 

power of intuition which was superior to reasoning upon what one saw. Fortunately the little influence they had 

perished when they died, and it was the materialistic ideal of the Stoics and Epicureans - indeed, almost entirely of the 

latter - that impelled the Greeks from 300 B.C. onward to develop and expand the science of the Ionians. This was 

chiefly done in Alexandria, an island of culture where neither the priests of Egypt to the south nor those of Athens 

across the sea, could dictate in the name of their legends. 
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   The Romans added practically nothing to the sum of human knowledge. Lucretius finely expressed the creed of the 

Epicureans, and Pliny gathered together the scattered and amusing fragments of "natural history" much as Aristotle had 

done. His work abounds in such gems as: 

      "Eels originate in what are called the bowels of the earth and  are found spontaneously in mud and moist earth. 




